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 How can i fix it? A: Edit the config.xml file located at: C:\Documents and Settings\yourlogin\.xbmc\ find: enableBackend Replace with: enableBackend Save and reboot XBMC. Q: Can I connect an iPhone with 2 cords, instead of a wireless Apple TV In a family with an Apple TV, I'd like to know if it's possible to plug my iPhone in with 2 cords (Power Adapter + Ethernet) instead of using Airplay
or using an Apple TV that has wifi and is always connected to a network. I thought about using a power adapter like this one but I think it's only good for charging and doesn't help for Apple TV. I've searched the internet for Apple tv and iPhone's, but no luck. Thanks in advance for your help. It seems there is no way to connect iPhone to Apple TV using Ethernet/power adapter like the one you

mentioned. The following is a list of current Apple products and their respective ports and cables. iPhone 6: 30-pin to Lightning connector iPhone 6s: Lightning to Lightning connector iPhone 6s Plus: Lightning to Lightning connector Apple Watch: Lightning to 30-pin connector iPad Air 2/Mini 2: 30-pin to Lightning connector iPad Pro (10.5" and 12.9"): Lightning to Lightning connector iPad Pro
(11"): Lightning to Lightning connector In addition to this, Apple TV has two ports, 30-pin and HDMI. Apple TV 4K: 30-pin to HDMI port Apple TV (4th Generation): 30-pin to HDMI port Apple TV (3rd Generation): 30-pin to HDMI port Apple TV (2nd Generation): 30-pin to HDMI port Apple TV (1st Generation): 30-pin to HDMI port The option you mentioned is not supported by Apple, as

Apple doesn't even mention the possibility of connecting a iPhone to a 30-pin port and the fact that it may cause damage to the iPhone. I would strongly suggest avoiding the 30-pin port, as it is mainly a port for charging the iPhone. I would recommend using AppleTV as the receiver and then a regular Apple TV 520fdb1ae7
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